Daisy Farm Crafts
Easy Crochet Cotton Neck Warmer

Pattern by Hannah Brown McKay
MATERIALS
Yarn Bee Cotton XXL (100% cotton, 3.5 oz, 50 yds)
1 skein Mustard, Almond or Celadon
Size M/9.00mm hook, tapestry needle, scissors
SIZE
Finished size 20 in x 5 in
STITCHES
Single Crochet (SC): Insert your hook, yarn over (YO) and pull up a loop, then YO and pull through two
loops.
PATTERN
Chain 48. (If you'd like to make this in a different size, all you need to do is start with a base chain that is
any even number. You can use measuring tape to measure the fit around your neck or the neck of the
person you are making for.)

ROW 1: Starting in the 4th chain from the hook, work a SC, CH 1. Skip the next chain then work another
SC, CH 1. Continue working SC, CH 1 in every other chain. You should end with one SC in the last
chain. CH 2 and turn.
Tip: If after working this row your base chain is too saggy, you can try working it again by inserting your hook
underneath the top two loops of the chain instead of just the top loop.
ROW 2: Work a SC, CH 1 into the chain one space of the row below (in the space underneath the 4th
chain from the hook). Skip the next stitch, then work a SC, CH 1 in the next chain one space. Continue
working SC, CH 1 into the all the chain one spaces from the row below. End with a SC that is between the
last stitch and the turning chain of the row below. Then CH 2 and turn.
Repeat row 2 until you have eleven rows.
Then use the yarn you have left to sew the two sides together with a tapestry needle. After I sewed up the
side, I had enough yarn to go back down the side again, so I did, just to keep it extra secure. Then I hid my
ends by weaving them into the scarf with my tapestry needle.
xo, Hannah
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